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The Angelic Quantum Mechanist:
A Critique of the Empiricist Interpretation of Modern Physics
One of the major debates in philosophy of science today is between the scientific realists
and anti-realists. Modern physics, specifically quantum mechanics (henceforth QM), has shown
a copious amount of ‘bizarre’ results. The anti-realists claim that these results show that science
cannot make existence claims about objects unobservable to our bare senses. Specifically, Bas
C. van Fraassen has used QM to bolster his constructive empiricist account of anti-realism. A
closer examination of the quantum mechanical phenomena, however, shows that they do not
support the anti-realist position. In this paper, I will discuss some of these major phenomena,
specifically the wave-particle duality of quantum objects, the EPR spin experiment,
Schrödinger’s cat problem, and Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. I will also show that a
realist interpretation is compatible with each. After showing that QM does not dislodge the
realist position, I will point out several philosophical shortcomings of constructive empiricism in
the context of QM. This discussion will demonstrate that constructive empiricism falls short of
scientific realism in both its interpretation of QM and its philosophical backing.
Before I discuss the realist and anti-realist debate, I should clarify two different types of
realism: metaphysical and epistemological. Qui Renzong outlines the difference between these
types when discussing the ‘reality’ of watching the moon rise. He characterizes the metaphysical
question as asking: “Is a theoretical entity only the creation of our mind, or has it its own
existence independent of the human mind?” (Renzong 57). From this statement, we see that
metaphysical realism states that the world exists independent of our observation.
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Epistemological realism, on the other hand, is concerned with whether or not we can know about
this outside world. Van Fraassen mainly examines the epistemological question, and this will be
my main focus for the rest of the paper.
To begin examining the epistemological question of scientific realism, we should explore
the basics of constructive empiricism and scientific realism. Scientific realism claims that we
can know about objects beyond what we observe with our bare senses, and this knowledge is
what allows us to predict phenomena. Van Fraassen, on the other hand, answers the
epistemological question by drawing a sharp distinction between truth and empirical adequacy.
He states that a good theory need only provide an empirically adequate description of
observable1 phenomena. Any unobservables, such as electrons and quarks, are simply empirical
tools for describing the observable world. According to van Fraassen, our epistemic knowledge
is limited to the observables. At the heart of constructive empiricism is the following claim:
“There are in principle alternative developments of science, branching off from ours at every
point in history with equal adequacy as models of the phenomena. Only angels could know
these alternative sciences, though sometimes we dimly perceive their possibility” (van Fraassen
481 Quantum). Van Fraassen feels that our theoretical choice is under-determined, and that there
are many other theories that could describe the observable world equally as well as QM. We do
not know of these theories because we have not developed them. This assertion holds many
philosophical problems, which I will explore towards the end of this paper. Now, moving into
our discussion of QM, we know where van Fraassen stands.
To begin our discussion of QM phenomena that may cause problems for the realist, I will
discuss is the wave-particle duality of quantum objects. Through experiments such as the double
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Later in the paper, I will attack van Fraassen’s observable distinction. For now, when I refer to the empiricist view
of observables, I refer to objects that we can detect with our bare senses.
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slit experiment, scientists have determined that electrons, photons, and other quantum objects2
exhibit some characteristics exclusive to waves and some characteristics exclusive to particles
(Kosso 118). Specifically, shooting photons through two slits shows that they interfere like
waves when traveling and scatter like particles when hitting a detection film. This discovery
proved problematic for realists because they could not accept that a single object exhibits
properties of two previously mutually exclusive phenomena. At this point, the anti-realists
jumped in and claimed that electrons are not physical objects similar to those in the observable
world. Instead, according to the anti-realists, they are empirical tools for describing observable
phenomena. Hence, there is no problem with an empirical tool being both a wave and a particle.
Upon further inspection of the wave-particle duality, it becomes clear that there is at
least one fully compatible realist interpretation. Lars-Goran Johansson gives one such
interpretation. He theorizes that: “Every object is a wave phenomenon during motion and a
particle when taking part in irreversible interaction with other objects” (Johansson 330
“Realism”). He goes on to define unambiguously terms such as object, irreversible, and
interaction. He then goes one step further and provides an explanation for why quantum objects
act as both waves and particles: “When assuming that real objects are wave-like objects except in
irreversible interactions we would like to know why these wave-like entities show particle
behavior in some circumstances only. The answer is: the particle behavior follows from
quantization of action” (333). Quantization of action is a well-known property of quantum
objects. At extremely small scales, quantum objects no longer act in a continuous manner and,
instead, exhibit discrete behavior.
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Here I use objects in the loose sense. Quantum ‘objects’ are both wave-like and particle-like. Classical objects
were classified as either waves or particles because the two classifications exhibited mutually exclusive properties.
For instance, waves in the ocean are entirely wavelike, and baseballs are entirely particle-like. We cannot classify
electrons into either category.
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Through the above interpretation, Johansson has explained the wave-particle duality in
terms of the properties of actual objects. The fact that quantum objects act as waves when
traveling and as particles when interacting irreversibly with macro-objects is something that we
know about the quantum objects. Similarly, quantization of action is a property of quantum
objects and not a property of some empirical tool. The realist interpretation shows that we can
make knowledge claims about objects, such as electrons, that are unobservable with our bare
senses. This challenges the empiricist claim that quantum objects are simply empirical tools to
describe observables. Thus, contrary to what we might at first think, the wave-particle duality of
quantum objects provides support for the realists. We now know that quantum objects behave
differently from everyday objects, and we can make an experimentally supported
epistemological claim about the quantum world, a very realist claim.
Now that I have shown that wave-particle duality does not pose problems for the realist, I
will move on to the problem of measurement in quantum systems and the significance of the
observer. Along these lines, a basic law of QM is the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (HUP).
Briefly, the HUP states that quantum objects do not have an exact position and exact momentum
at any given time (Kosso 132). To describe these characteristics prior to observation3, we must
use probabilistic state functions. When we attempt to observe the position of a quantum object,
we sacrifice the possibility of knowing its momentum. The opposite is true if we try to measure
its position. 4
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Here I use observation in a sense not compatible with constructive empiricism. Van Fraassen claims that we
cannot observe quantum objects (Van Fraassen 1072 “Arguments”). For this argument, I prefer to use the theory of
observation presented by Dudley Shapere (Shapere 492). I will clarify and justify this use of observation later in the
paper. In this context, even Van Fraassen must admit that there is a sense of observation that collapses the state
function and gives his empirical electron tool a determinate position.
4
The HUP presents itself when we try measure the position and momentum of quantum objects. To measure these
characteristics of an electron, for instance, we must deflect something off the electron and observe the reflection. If
we use this technique to measure position, we knock off the electron’s momentum. Conversely, if we measure
momentum, we disturb its position. This is true of all known methods for measuring these qualities.
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The HUP seems to pose problems for the epistemological realist because it challenges
our ability to know qualities of quantum objects. Peter Kosso moves the problem out of the
epistemological realm when criticizing the uncertainty aspect of the HUP: “Uncertainty is an
epistemological fuzziness, but the inexactness in position and momentum is deeper than that. It
is metaphysical. The object cannot have an exact position and an exact momentum at the same
time. One or the other is indeterminate, not just uncertain to us” (Kosso 133). Kosso’s
interpretation states that HUP describes not just an epistemological uncertainty, but it goes
deeper to hint at a metaphysical indeterminateness.
This metaphysical indeterminateness of quantum objects suggested by the HUP is not a
problem for the epistemological realist. Through the HUP, scientists have made another
experimentally verified knowledge claim about the quantum world. Similarly to the waveparticle duality claim, we can now safely say that quantum objects do not have both determinate
momentum and a determinate position. This property may seem ‘bizarre,’ and it certainly shows
that quantum objects are very different from everyday objects. Regardless, this does not provide
evidence against attributing these properties to actual quantum objects in a world beyond our
senses.
Continuing our discussion of QM, we should move on to another challenge to realism:
the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiment and the indeterminateness of electron spin. In
the EPR experiment, the researchers performed a simple QM reaction that resulted in two
electrons. According to the laws of QM, these electrons should have opposite spins, but their
total spin must be conserved. Hence, one electron will have a spin of ½ (spin up) and one
electron will have a spin of –½ (spin down) for a total spin conservation of 0. The EPR
experiment showed that QM could not predict which electron would be spin up and which would
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be spin down. This led the researchers to one of two conclusions: either (1) QM is incomplete
and is not taking into account some hidden variable, or (2) the electrons exist as a superposition
of spin up and spin down for parts of the experiment (Kosso 137).
Shortly after the EPR experiment, physicist John Bell performed an experiment that
eliminated the possibility of local hidden variables.5 By local hidden variables, Bell referred to
any variable prior to observation that could act on each electron and give them determinate spin.
The option of non-local hidden variables acting on both electrons at once is ruled out by
relativity.6 This forced quantum researchers to accept the fact that electrons have indeterminate
spin during parts of the experiment. In other words, the electrons possess a superposition of both
spins without being spin up or spin down.
The next task for quantum scientists is to determine when the electrons collapse into a
determinate spin. Even in light of current research, this topic is still hotly debated in the QM
field. Many scientists believe that the observation of the quantum objects leads to the
determinateness of spin (Kosso 166). This led to alternate interpretations of QM such as the
many-worlds and consciousness theories.7 Other experiments attribute spin determinateness to
gravitational interaction with macro-objects (Kanitscheider 314). What scientists do agree upon
is that electrons have indeterminate spin at some point during the experiment, and they develop
determinate spin before or during our observation of them. I will revisit the development of
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The specifics of Bell’s proof are fairly technical and require a fair amount of mathematics (specifically
probability). For a good description of the proof see (Kosso 139).
6
The theory of relativity states that nothing can travel faster than the speed of light. For a non-local hidden variable
to affect both electrons at once, this variable must be able to instantaneously move from one electron to the other.
For instance, for an electron to ‘tell’ the other electron that its state function has collapsed and it is spin up, it must
be able to do so instantly. This is a clear violation of Einstein’s speed limit.
7
These two theories are highly metaphysical and in no way experimentally verified. Because of this, they are
irrelevant to the current debate about epistemological realism. For more information on these bizarre interpretations
of QM see (Kosso 168).
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determinate spin later in this paper when examining the Schrödinger’s cat problem. For now, we
should examine whether the very idea of indeterminate spin holds problems for the realist.
Peter Kosso provides a realist interpretation of the EPR phenomenon. He claims:
It is not just that Bell’s proof does not support anti-realism; it provides a positive
case for epistemological realism by demonstrating our ability to know more about nature
than the way it appears. There is no denying that we create the appearance by
influencing the outcome of observations, but that does not mean we influence all aspects
of the reality of nature, nor that we cannot know about some aspects. If we keep track of
the details of our own influence, we can reconstruct what must have been nature’s
influence, those aspects of reality. (Kosso 157)
In this quote, Kosso points out that the indeterminateness of spin is something that we now know
about quantum objects. He also makes clear that there are many characteristics of electrons that
are determinate throughout the experiment (examples are mass and electrical charge). The fact
that some aspects of quantum objects are indeterminate at some point in the experiment is simply
another of their known properties.
In another realist interpretation of the EPR problem, Renzong claims the following when
discussing the question of the existence of quantum objects: “…no matter how bizarre the EPR
correlation is, it is a property of particles, and nothing here concerns their very independent
existence” (Renzong 67). Renzong confirms that QM has both revealed the existence of
quantum objects and uncovered some of their properties. Hence, any anti-realist claim that
knowing about the quantum world is incompatible with QM is clearly false. It is fully
compatible with QM to claim that quantum objects exist and possess the properties suggested by
the wave-particle duality, the HUP, and the EPR experiment.
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Another potential problem for the realist develops when we examine Schrödinger’s cat
thought experiment. The thought experiment runs on the (verified but still controversial)
assumption that the act of measurement causes the determinateness of spin (see above). We
imagine Schrödinger’s cat sitting in a metal box hooked up to a poison gas release. Within the
box, the EPR experiment takes place and results in the release of two electrons with
indeterminate spin. The gas release is hooked up to a measurement apparatus that will release
the gas if the first electron is spin up. If the spin remains indeterminate until we open the box
(observe the cat), then the cat must remain in a superposition of alive and dead prior to this
(Kosso 167). Clearly, macro-objects such as cats cannot be both alive and dead. To save QM,
we need to find some viable interpretation of this experiment.
Van Fraassen’s approach to Schrödinger’s cat problem is as follows:
“[An] alternative is to deny neither the determinism of the total system evolution
nor the indeterminism of outcomes, but to say that the two are different aspects of the
total situation. Specifically, we can deny the identification of value-attribution to
observables with attributions to states; the state can then develop deterministically, with
only statistical constraints on changes in the values of the observables. The modal
interpretation takes this…road. (van Fraassen 273)
What van Fraassen’s modal interpretation proposes is that we separate the indeterminateness of
the electron from the determinateness of the cat’s being alive or dead. If the superposition is just
an empirical tool for developing probabilistic theory, we can safely say that the cat will be dead
half the time and alive the other half of the time when we observe it. For QM to be empirically
adequate, this is the only prediction that it needs to make. The cat’s state in the box is, by
definition, unobservable (or simply unobserved during the experiment), and van Fraassen need
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not make claims about it. Unfortunately for the realist, this interpretation of Schrödinger’s cat
problem does an excellent job of saving QM by sacrificing our knowledge claims about quantum
objects.
What van Fraassen misses is that scientists aim to determine what happens in the box,
and they are not satisfied until they make a claim about the cat’s state prior to observation. Due
to this scientific goal, the role of the observer in Schrödinger’s cat problem has come under
much attack. Bernulf Kanitscheider, for instance, points out some of the logical impossibilities
that result from observation causing determinate spin. He points out:
“Under ordinary physical assumptions, without smuggling in mental states of an
observer, the measurement process never gets complete…every chain of observers that
extends into the future meets at a certain point an observer who belongs to another chain,
thereby establishing a network of observers of all intelligent beings in the universe.”
(Kanitscheider 313)
The impossibility of this claim, as Kanitscheider points out, is that it inevitably leads to an
‘ultimate observer’ with a privileged position. The ultimate observer is linked to every other
observer in a chain back to the beginning of consciousness and becomes responsible for the
determination of the entire universe. This privileged position is incompatible with relativity and
impossible in modern physics. Kanitscheider uses this incompatibility as a non-experimental
verification of an alternate theory behind the determinateness of spin. If, for instance,
gravitational interaction with macro-objects caused spin determinateness, the realist would be off
the hook (Kanitscheider 314). In this case, the cat, or any other large object, causes the electron
to become spin up or spin down. Schrödinger’s unfortunate cat would be dead and waiting for us
as soon as the gas release device encountered the spin up electron.
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Due to disagreement on the fringes of modern physics, realists cannot completely save
themselves from Schrödinger’s cat problem. On the other hand, even if further experimentation
shows that observation does cause the determinateness of spin, the anti-realist cannot deny all the
other claims that scientists have made about quantum objects. I have shown that all quantum
phenomena discussed can easily be described as properties of quantum objects and not properties
of van Fraassen’s empirical tools. In this manner, the widely accepted findings of QM are fully
compatible with scientific realism.
For the last part of this paper, I will question some of the philosophical backings of
constructive empiricism in the context of QM. Van Fraassen’s first philosophically problematic
assertion is his distinction between observable and unobservable. He believes the following:
There is supposed to be a correlate classification of human acts: an unaided act of perception, for
instance, is an observation. A calculation of the mass of a particle from the deflection of its
trajectory in a known force field, is not an observation of that mass.” (van Fraassen 1072
“Arguments”). Van Fraassen claims that an observable object is one that we can detect with our
bare senses. He further submits: “…where shall we draw the line between what is observable
and what is only detectable in some more roundabout way? Granted that we cannot answer this
question without arbitrariness, what follow? That ‘observable’ is a vague predicate” (1073).
From this quote, we see his definition of observable is not clear, but blurry. Since modern
physics asks for concrete definitions, this definition of what is observable seems prima facie
incompatible with QM.
Dudley Shapere outlines a definition of observable that is far more compatible with QM.
He defines observable as follows: “x is directly observed (observable) if: (1) information is
received (can be received) by an appropriate receptor; and (2) that information is (can be)
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transmitted directly, i.e., without interference, to the receptor from the entity x (which is the
source of information)” (Shapere 492). In this manner, we can directly observe the position of
an electron by hitting it with an electromagnetic wave and observing the deflection. For
Shapere, our eye is but one of the many receptors capable of receiving information from
observable objects. This definition of observable can make sense of what it means to ‘observe’ a
quantum object because it allows us the use electron microscopes, particle accelerators, and other
such scientific tools for direct observation.
Shapere’s definition is notably more compatible with science than van Fraassen’s.
Firstly, it is not subjectively based on the sense organs of human beings. Detecting the x-rays
emitted from a black hole is analogous to observing light rays with our bare eyes. If humans had
different sensory organs, van Fraassen’s definition would need to change. This makes the
constructive empiricist definition of observable even more vague. Brigitte Flakenburg points out
that Shapere’s definition of observable eliminates this ambiguity: “Such a distinction is possible,
contrary to van Fraassen’s claim that observation is a notoriously vague concept. The meaning
of ‘observation’ is no longer vague, once one succeeds in picking out the structural features of
what may count as an observation” (Falkenburg 339). This points out that Shapere’s definition
of observable is based on the structure of the actual process of observation and allows for a much
more satisfying classification of experimental observation.
Flakenburg goes on to apply Shapere’s definition to the problem of observing quarks.
She states that a particle is directly observable if there is “an experimental possibility of singling
out an individual system which carries the physical magnitudes attributed to that entity”
(Flakenburg 329). Under this definition, quarks have not been directly observed, but electrons,
protons, photons, and various other quantum objects have. Flakenburg’s major difference from
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van Fraassen, other than the obvious differences in their concepts of what is observable, is that
she believes that we cannot make significant knowledge claims about quantum objects that we
have not observed. She believes that, as tools become more precise, we can make knowledge
claims about more objects. This process fits very well with the history of modern science. As
scientists refine their experimental methods (faster particle accelerators, for instance), they make
claims about more quantum objects. Van Fraassen’s focus on the observable makes very little
sense in this context because he cannot explain the clear epistemological difference between
detecting a particle in an accelerator and postulating its existence through mathematical
formulation.
My final criticism of constructive empiricism focuses on its use of experimental tools to
make future predictions. Lars-Goran Johansson outlines this problem: “Theoretical statements
can according to constructive empiricism never by known to be true. But then they cannot be
used as evidence for or against any hypothesis. Using an unsettled statement in an inductive
inference to a statement which we claim to be true (a statement about a future observable event)
is plainly irrational” (Johansson 341 “Van”). Johansson criticizes constructive empiricism for
failing to escape the problem of induction because it uses empirical tools without truth-values to
predict the observable world. In other words, the fact that an empirical tool has worked in the
past does not mean that it will work in the future. Realists, on the other hand, claim to make
truth-valued statements. These true statements allow deductively valid and true predictions.
Putting this last criticism in the context of QM brings us back to Schrödinger’s cat
problem. Van Fraassen uses the empirical tools of electrons and spin to predict the probability of
the cat’s demise. Since he does not claim that these tools represent true properties of the
quantum world, he has no justification for this claim. His quantum mechanical tools may work
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one day and fail to work the next, and he could have no explanation. The realist who tries to
determine what really happens in the box has the entire quantum world as justification. He or
she has determined a theory reflecting true properties of the world, and there is far from an
infinite number of like theories that reflect this truth, as van Fraassen would claim.
In conclusion, scientific realism is fully compatible with QM without exhibiting the
philosophical problems of constructive empiricism. We can interpret the experimentally
determined aspects (albeit bizarre aspects) of the quantum world as properties of the quantum
objects themselves, and not properties of empirical tools. For instance, the properties suggested
by the wave-particle duality, the HUP, and the EPR experiment are all easily attributable to
actual quantum objects such as electrons and photons. Also, the place of the observer in QM is
still widely unknown and controversial in modern physics, and it does not pose a problem for the
epistemological realist. When scientists achieve consensus on the cause of spin determinateness,
realists can jump in with compatible interpretations. I have shown that such interpretations are
possible for even the strangest findings. Furthermore, constructive empiricism rests on a
definition of observable that is both vague and incompatible with QM. The alternative put forth
by Dudley Shapere sharpens the definition of observation and can turn the problem towards what
we have observed rather than what is observable. This allows for a more intuitive classification
of what it means to observe, and it gives us the opportunity to both observe and make knowledge
claims about the quantum world. Finally, constructive empiricism borders on the illogical when
we examine its use of empirical tools to make predictive claims. If van Fraassen cannot make
truth-valued claims about what is really happening, then he has no justification for providing any
predictions about the observable world. Through these arguments, we see that realists do not
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falter under QM, and that constructive empiricists are reduced to little more than pseudoscientists.
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